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The study of Soviet discourse is a fascinating journey
through multiple layers of meaning, exquisite rhetorical feats,
and intentional paradoxes. Soviet leaders fairly early arrived at
the idea of supplementing direct political censorship with more
subtle ideological controls over disciplinary discourses. However,
their attempts to supervise and homogenize public discourse
simply did not reach its goals. The fragmented and unstable real
ity of Soviet discourse was a far cry from the (purported) perfect
orderliness of totalitarian discourse, so vividly imagined in
George Orwell’s 1984 and in various Orwell-inspired studies.1
Only recently have scholars begun to explore the tensions, in
consistencies, and uncertainties of Soviet discursive practices.
Studies of political discourse provided a few illustrative examples
of the complexities involved. Michael Gorham, for instance, has
pointed to an essential conflict in Soviet political discourse: The
more colloquial a tone Soviet propaganda assumed, the less it
was capable of conveying abstract ideas and political symbols of
the central state. When sophisticated political language was em
ployed, it often caused frustration, distrust, and alienation on the
part of peasants and workers.2 In another study, Rachel Walker
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identified a “linguistic paradox” in Soviet political discourse,
which stemmed from the necessity for Soviet leaders to maintain
the appearance of continuity with the teachings of Marx and Le
nin, and at the same time “creatively develop” Marxist-Leninist
doctrine.3
An even more complex picture emerges when we turn from
political texts to various disciplinary discourses characteristic of
the Soviet academic community. The Soviet state both tried to
control professionals and needed their expertise, and this re
sulted in a tangled and paradoxical structure of discourse. State
and party officials promoted those practices that fit the contem
porary political agenda, while professionals sought legitimation
and support from those in power. Tensions within both official
political discourse and professional discourses produced a con
siderable room for maneuver and negotiation.
Rather than portraying professional discourses as mere ser
vants of the state or victims of totalitarian oppression, it may be
more productive to speak of discursive strategies developed by
professionals themselves in attempt to adapt their knowledge to
the current political, socioeconomic, and cultural situation, and
to influence this situation at the same time. Such discursive
strategies had to be flexible enough to take advantage of the ten
sions within public discourse. On the other hand, in order to
keep up with sociopolitical changes, professionals would have to
frequently modify these strategies.
In this article, I will argue that Soviet historians of science and
technology have developed a number of such discursive strate
gies and that these have shaped the face of their discipline as a
whole, as well as influenced those historians’ individual research
agendas and methods. I will examine how Soviet historians of
science and technology shifted their discursive strategies in par
allel with the political and social evolution of Soviet society. I will
attempt to place Soviet historical research in an institutional con
text, focusing on the role of the Academy of Sciences. In the
conclusion, I will compare the discursive strategies that Ameri
can and Soviet scholars developed in the context of the Cold War.
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E a rly Soviet Years:
Two A cadem ies Contend for the Past
The Soviet Union was the first country in the world to institution
alize the study of the history of science and technology.4 On the
initiative of the prominent geochemist and mineralogist Vladimir
Vernadskii, the Russian Academy of Sciences set up the Commis
sion on the History of Knowledge in May i9 2 i.5The commission,
he hoped, would help raise the prestige of national science and
remind the Bolshevik authorities (like the tsarist authorities be
fore them) of the necessity to support academic research, par
ticularly in view of proposals to close the academy down that
were circulating at the time.
Vernadskii ascribed a primary role in the advancement of sci
ence to the periodic “clustering” of individual geniuses, which he
viewed as a natural phenomenon subject to quantitative regulari
ties. At the same time, however, he stressed the importance of
favorable social and economic conditions— which was to say,
adequate financial and political support— for great “explosions”
of scientific thought. “As a professor under tsarism [Vernadskii]
had witnessed the blighting effects of politics and inadequate
funding on science, and he hoped for better conditions under the
Soviet government,” the American historian of Russian science
Loren Graham has noted.6
Militant Marxists scientists of the day downplayed the achieve
ments of national science in their attempt to undermine the
prestige of the Academy of Sciences, in which many saw a
stronghold of the old regime and a rival to a recently founded
Communist Academy.7 Many regarded Tsarist Russia as an op
pressive regime under which nothing, science included, could
possibly have prospered.8 Vernadskii’s commission, in contrast,
chose to capitalize on Russia’s prerevolutionary scientific heri
tage and take advantage of Marx and Lenin’s vision of scientific
advancement as integral to socialism as an effective discursive
strategy for political protection of the Academy of Sciences under
Bolshevik rule.
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Probably the most famous manifestation (in the West) of the
discursive style of the Marxist-oriented Soviet historians of sci
ence and technology during this period was Boris Hessen’s pa
per “The Social and Economic Roots of Newton’s Principia,”
which created a furor at the Second International Congress of the
History of Science in London in 1931. Elaborating on the Marxist
thesis of the primacy of productive forces in the development of
knowledge, Hessen contended that Newton’s scientific activity
was in essence a response to the social and economic needs of
contemporary England— building new machines and weapons,
as well as the creation of a new worldview that could reconcile
religious dogmas with a new social and economic order. “New
ton," Hessen maintained, “was a typical representative of the
rising bourgeoisie, and in his philosophy he embodied the char
acteristic features of his class.”9
Hessen, a prominent physicist and historian of science, had
himself come under fire inside the Soviet Union when he at
tempted to defend Einsteinian physics, which was viewed by mili
tant Marxist critics with considerable suspicion. Hessen’s
analysis of Newton became in part a means for him to challenge
his opponents with their own weapon— a Marxist analysis of
science— taken to the extreme. Hessen subjected Newton to the
same kind of class-based criticism as his opponents were direct
ing against Einstein. “Hessen was illustrating that Marxists
should simultaneously recognize the value of Newton’s physics,
even though it developed in mercantilist England and was used
as a tool to support religion, and the value of Einstein’s and
Bohr’s physics, while acknowledging that they arose in imperial
ist Europe and are often used to counter Marxism,” as historian
Loren Graham has written.10
Hessen’s discursive “ju-jitsu” strategy produced a piece of
scholarship that was taken quite seriously in the West.11 Accord
ing to the Dictionary of the History of Science, Hessen’s paper has
become instrumental in establishing the “externalist” method
ological approach to historical studies, which emphasizes the
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role of broad social and economic forces in defining the content
and evolution of scientific knowledge.12
By the early 1930s, the Bolshevik Party established its strong
political influence in the Academy of Sciences and trusted the
latter with virtual monopoly over fundamental research.13 As the
academy was gaining political respectability, study of the history
of science obtained new legitimacy and influence. In 1932, the
Academy of Sciences established the Institute for the History of
Science and Technology under the direction of the prominent
Bolshevik Nikolai Bukharin.14 On becoming the institute’s direc
tor, he encouraged a broad range of historical studies, not neces
sarily Marxist. Unfortunately, Bukharin’s political career was
already in decline when he became the Institute’s director, and
soon an association with him cast a deep shadow on the entire
field of the history of science and technology. Bukharin was ar
rested and accused of treason, which led to the denunciation and
closure of the institute in February 1938. Many independentminded Marxist scholars including Hessen and Bukharin, fell vic
tims to the Great Terror.
The crackdown on prominent, yet independent Marxist schol
ars “signaled the demise of systematic efforts to apply classical
Marxist theory to the study of the history of science,” the Ameri
can historian of Russian science Alexander Vucinich has writ
ten.15 This is not to say that the number of reverential quotations
from Marx and Marxist sounding terms to any degree decreased
in academic writings; on the contrary, such signs of loyalty were
being packed into historians’ works more densely than ever. The
new scholarship, however, was not Marxist, but rather “Marxy,”
that is, imitating Marxist language with little real correlation with
Marx’s method or teachings. Being a language with little theoreti
cal substance, “Marxyism” had almost unlimited malleability,
which allowed it to be shaped to the political requirements of any
given moment. Serious Marxist research was no longer a suc
cessful discursive strategy and could in fact be dangerous. The
display of “partyness" (loyalty to the party line) became the order
of the day.
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Ideological controls were relaxed somewhat in the harsh condi
tions of the Great Patriotic War that followed the Nazi invasion of
the Soviet Union in 1941. Many in the academy chose the genre
of commemorative events to revive history of science studies.
The “great men of (Russian) science” type of discourse fit the
prevailing patriotic mood, underscored the value of scientific tra
ditions for the state, and unobtrusively reminded the authorities
of the necessity to support science. Between 1941 and 1945, So
viet historians of science and technology held numerous meet
ings to celebrate anniversaries of various scientific discoveries,
institutions, and great Russian and foreign scientists.16 The mes
sage finally reached Stalin’s ears. With his personal approval, the
Academy of Sciences established the Institute for the History of
Natural Science in 1945.
War-time cooperation with the Western Allies brought signifi
cant changes for the Soviet scientific community. For a short
time after 1943, Soviet scholars were again allowed to publish
their papers in American and British journals. Historical studies
of Russian science as an integral part of world science were now
encouraged.17 At the 1945 academy session devoted to the cel
ebration of the 220th anniversary of the Academy of Sciences,
Soviet foreign minister Vyacheslav M. Molotov spoke of closer
ties between Soviet science and the global scientific community.
This session was the first Soviet scientific meeting to which for
eign guests were invited since 1937. Similarly, one of the leading
party ideologues, Georgii F. Aleksandrov, published a fundamen
tal textbook on the history of Western philosophy; and through
out the book, Russian scholars’ debt to the great Western
thinkers was clearly acknowledged.
T h e Cold War Discourse for Internal Use
The situation for scientists and particularly for historians of sci
ence and technology changed dramatically with the erosion of
East-West relations from early 1946 on. The tone of the Soviet
official discourse produced by Agitprop— the Department of Agi
tation and Propaganda of the Party Central Committee— grew
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much more hostile and became widely employed for internal use
in a series of campaigns against “cosmopolitanism” and “servil
ity to the West.’”8 Beginning with party resolutions on literary
journals, theater, movies, and music, this wave quickly spread
into science. In 1946, Agitprop’s mouthpiece Culture and Life
(Kul’tura i zhizn') reprimanded academy institutes for their un
critical attitude toward the economics and politics of the United
States and Britain. Just a few months earlier, those institutes’
activities had perfectly followed the party line, but now the line
had turned, and scholarship was expected to turn along with it.
In early 1947, two Soviet medical researchers were put on trial by
a special “court of honor” for sharing scientific information with
their American colleagues— an act now regarded as highly unpa
triotic and equivalent to divulging a state secret.19 By 1947,
Georgii F. Aleksandrov’s 1946 text History of Western Philosophy
(Istoriia zapadnoifilosofii) was accused of distorting Marxism and
inappropriately exaggerating the role of Western philosophy in
the development of Russian thought.20
This highly publicized affair sent a clear message to the history
of science community, and the point was well taken. In May
1948, historians convened a conference on the history of Russian
chemistry in Moscow, with the announced goal of defending “the
scientific priorities of Russian scientists in important discoveries
and inventions often attributed to scientists or pseudoscientists
from capitalist countries.”21
“The struggle for establishing national priorities in science is
part of the war against cosmopolitanism,” wrote one campaign
activist. “The cosmopolitan conception of world science is theo
retically unfounded and politically reactionary. World science is
not nonnational; it does not grow apart from specific historical
forms. Any science, like any culture in general, is national in form
and class-oriented in content.”22
The history of science again found itself at the center of politi
cal tension. Its arguments became a widely used resource for
criticizing an opponent or legitimizing one’s own position within
the scientific community.23 One of Trofim Lysenko’s favorite rhe
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torical arguments was linking his opponents— Soviet geneti
cists— with the Western “Mendel-Morgan” tradition.24 He
legitimized his own approach, in turn, by referring to the indig
enous “Michurinist" tradition in biology. In another academic
storm over the content of physiology, rival biographies of the late
Russian Nobel Prize laureate Ivan Pavlov, each written by his
disciples, lay conflicting claims to his heritage. The infamous
1950 “Pavlovian” joint session of the Academy of Sciences and
the Academy of Medical Sciences turned into a contest over
rights to the genuine Pavlovian tradition. Those who failed to
prove the purity of their scientific genealogy, lost their positions.
These debates had little to do with serious historical questions;
the actual links between Pavlov’s theory and the contestants’
views were much less important than the contestants’ position in
the then-current academic and political rivalries. In this debate as
in others, the history of science did not decide contemporary
issues; on the contrary, historical questions were claimed re
solved depending on the outcome of current power struggles.
Governmental actions underscored the political importance of
historical studies. Between 1947 and 1952, for example, six books
on the history of science and technology were awarded the highly
prestigious Stalin Prize, which instantly made them an object of
eager imitation. The most notorious among them was Victor Danilevskii’s Russkaia tekhnika (Russian Technology), which called
for repulsion of “all those who infringe on Russian primogeniture
in great deeds.”25 In january 1949, the Academy of Sciences held
a special session on the history of national science, thus putting
historical questions on the top of the current agenda for the So
viet scientific establishment.26
Just as the Soviet Union was competing with the West in the
political arena, Soviet historians fought their Cold War on the
discursive fields of the past. They gave the credit for the discovery
of the law of the conservation of mass, research on atmospheric
electricity, and the theory of atomism to the “father of Russian
science” Mikhail Lomonosov, proclaimed Alexander Butlerov the
founder of structural chemistry and Alexander Popov the inven196
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tor of the radio. To meet the high quotas of priority claims, some
Soviet historians began to manufacture evidence for such claims.
A senior Soviet historian later confessed that “the deeply rooted
tradition of work aimed solely at quantitative output led to the
promotion of publications based on volume and filled with sets
of assembled ‘facts’ which, at best, were linked together in a
chain by their time coordinates. It was even sometimes the case
that these historical ‘facts’ detailed in our history of science lit
erature never actually took place.’’27 Among such imaginary
“facts” were a balloon flight in 1731, the invention of a submarine
in 1829, and the invention of a bicycle in i8 o i.28
While employing the language of the official nationalist dis
course, some Soviet scholars were able to use flexible strategies
to advance their own causes, which were not necessarily consis
tent with the dominant scientific interpretation. A rhetorical ap
peal to the authority of a long-dead “great Russian scientist”
could well serve the defenders of an ideologically suspect con
temporary theory. For example, Soviet physicists quickly moved
to establish links between Nikolai Lobachevskii’s non-Euclidean
geometry and Einstein’s theory of relativity.29 An association with
Lobachevskii, the famous nineteenth-century Russian mathema
tician, who had been represented in a recent biography as an
exemplary scientist by Stalinist standards,30 substantially shored
up the shaky ideological foundations of Einstein's born-in-theWest theory of physics.
Paradoxically, this ideologically inspired search for the lost and
forgotten Russian discoveries and inventions moved Soviet his
torians to explore central and regional archives more thoroughly,
and eventually greatly enhanced general knowledge of the history
of national science. The then-president of the Academy of Sci
ences, Sergei Vavilov, gave great praise to the pre-revolutionary
achievements of the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences and
Mikhail Lomonosov.31 What a remarkable reversal of Vavilov’s
earlier statement about the total absence of physics in Russia
before the twentieth century! While earlier Vavilov had expressed
the dominant view of prerevolutionary Russian science as totally
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oppressed and unworthy, now the academy through its “chief
rhetorician” could proudly claim its deep roots in a venerable
historical tradition.
Internalist Histories
as Opposition to "M arxyism "
The post-Stalin political era in the Soviet Union, known as the
“thaw,” was marked by significant liberalization of the intellectual
sphere. The new regime denounced some of Stalin’s crimes and
rehabilitated many victims of the Great Terror; the new party
leader Nikita Khrushchev attempted to put an end to many as
pects of Stalin’s isolationist policy. The anticosmopolitanism
campaign was over. Soviet scientists gradually began to broaden
contacts with their Western colleagues and to develop research
in such previously banned or restricted fields as genetics, cyber
netics, sociology, and social psychology. Meanwhile, the suc
cesses of the Russian atomic weapons and space programs
dramatically expanded the prestige and legitimacy of Soviet sci
ence, both at home and abroad.
Soviet historians of science and technology took full advan
tage of the new developments— both institutionally and intellec
tually. As early as September 1953, the Academy of Sciences set
up an Institute for the History of Natural Science and Technology
(Institut istorii estestvoznaniia i tekhniki, hereafter NET), which ex
ists to the present day.32 After the 1956 twentieth Party Congress,
where Khrushchev gave his famous anti-Stalinist “secret
speech,” the changes sped up. The new director of MET Nikolai A.
Figurovskii came out against the previous distortions of the his
tory of Russian science and called for restoring its historical links
with world science. He condemned recent works in the field as
amateurish, compilatory, and lacking analysis.33 In 1956, a Soviet
delegation attended an International Congress of the History of
Science for the first time since 1931.34 By 1959, the Academy had
launched a book series, Scientific Biography, in which many
prominent Western scientists were given an extensive and favor
able treatment for the first time.35
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Soviet historians who had resented the nationalist fervor of
the Stalin era and attempted to free their studies from propa
ganda cliches frequently turned to what is today termed “inter
nalist” historical narratives as a means of both analyis and self
protection.36 That is, they tended to isolate their historical subject
from its social context and instead emphasized the inner logic of
the development of scientific thought. Bonifatii Kedrov— the direc
tor of MET from 1962 to 1974— justified this change of discursive
strategy by citing the example of prerevolutionary Russia as an
argument against socioeconomic determinism: despite its suc
cesses in science (which had been acknowledged during the
Stalinist/nationalist campaigns), tsarist Russia was hardly more
advanced socially, economically, or technologically than the
Western nations. Thus, it could not be seen as supplying better
external factors for the development of science and technology.
That meant, then, that the history of science should emphasize
internalist explanations and the disciplinary context, rather than
the socioeconomic context.37 Thus, the earlier degeneration
of Soviet historical studies into “Marxyism” had ended up
facilitating a shift from Marxist socioeconomic explanations to a
self-consciously apolitical, “logical” form of historical discourse.
When Soviet historians of science and technology began to
gravitate toward an internalist approach, their main concern be
came “objectivity,” meaning an effort to ground their narrative in
hard facts rather than in purely ideological or speculative inter
pretations. For this reason, Soviet historians took to filling their
works with “factological” material and made little or no attempt
to analyze and interpret it. This strategy was politically safe, and
at the same time the author could demonstrate some personal
intellectual independence by disregarding “Marxyist” interpreta
tive cliches. The ideological censors of the day could not point to
“bias” in a paper in which there was no explicit analysis and facts
“spoke for themselves.” An attentive reader, however, could find
the author’s “subjectivity” transferred from the analytical to the
factological level, revealed in the selection of evidence and con
struction of historical narrative.38
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The historians’ focus on the “inner logic” of scientific develop
ment had an important connection with the scientists’ own pre
ferred vision of science as an essentially self-driven enterprise.
For example, the prominent mathematician and rector of Lenin
grad University, Alexandr Alexandrov, asserted in his 1970 article:
“Guided by the inherent regularity in the growth of scientific
thought, the scientists concern themselves primarily with prob
lems generated within their disciplines. . . . The most signifi
cant achievements of modern technology have been produced by
scientific research guided by a quest for pure knowledge rather
than by practical tasks.”39 The internalist history of science
shored up scientists’ appeals for greater autonomy in setting
their current research priorities and elaborating long-term plans.
Internalism had a lasting effect on Soviet historical research;
the appeal (and the effect) of this discursive strategy went be
yond its immediate utility as a rhetorical device that historians
could use to sidestep ideological watchdogs. By defining some
type of questions as appropriate for study and excluding others,
the internalist method and strategy of discourse affected the his
torians’ own mode of thinking. The generation that had adopted
this approach in the 1960s, as will be seen in a moment, had
great difficulty overcoming its limitations even decades later.
Within such discourse, many historical problems necessarily
seemed unsolvable, because their answers lay outside the ac
cepted terrain of internalist analysis. And with the field of study
so narrow, academic criticism sometimes degenerated into a list
of misprints, rather than a discussion of substance.40 Thus
emerged what the American sociologist of Russian science Linda
Lubrano has mildly called a “nonpolemical, academic style.”41
In the community of Soviet historians, criticism or disagree
ment was often perceived as an attempt to brand an opponent
and to revive the tradition of politically motivated attacks of the
1930s and 40s. Instead, a common object of criticism was West
ern scholarship— yet this was often offered not to degrade it but
rather to introduce it to the Soviet reader. Titles like “The Critique
of the Bourgeois Concepts of X” served more than once as an
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umbrella for discussion of scholarly ideas that would otherwise
be inaccessible in printed form in the USSR. This particularly
paradoxical discursive strategy permitted Soviet historians to
mask their disagreement (with one another) by the lack of criti
cism, while downplaying their accord (with some Western col
leagues) by the presence of criticism. This made Soviet historical
scholarship look rather cryptic to most Western observers, who
were occasionally deluded by “Marxyist” rhetoric and pro forma
criticism. Among Soviet readers, however, the meanings that lay
between the lines were usually clear enough.
The Brezhnev-era Communist Party in the USSR— which is to
say, from the mid 1960s through the early 1980s— usually fo
cused its efforts at ideological control of the social sciences and
humanities. Not surprisingly, most Soviet historians of science
clearly preferred to explore the inner mechanisms of the develop
ment of knowledge rather than study science as a social phenom
enon. The choice of “apolitical” scientific knowledge instead of
social processes as the subject of study made the historians less
vulnerable to ideological control. Nevertheless, some historians
soon managed to incorporate sociology into their studies with
out submitting to the official “Marxyist” social theory. The discur
sive technique that opened this door was treating the development
of science as a “natural process” subject to quantitative regulari
ties which (purportedly) could be studied by the exact methods
of natural science.42
Soviet science studies (the “science of science,” or naukovede
nie) thus attempted to constitute themselves as an exact science,
whose vocabulary and methods were distinct from the calcified
dogmas of Marxyist-style historical materialism. This was pre
sented as a “science of science” rather than one of the social
sciences, as the name “sociology of science” would have sug
gested.43 One of the most important arguments in support of
naukovedenie was its promise to optimize national science policy
in an era of intense international competition. A popular literary
magazine wrote in 1968: “The race for scientific and technologi
cal superiority gives a momentum to naukovedenie. The scientific
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study of scientific activity thereby becomes an essential condition
of success in the struggle of the two political systems for su
premacy in the scientific community.”44
This Soviet “science of science” was created by a diverse
group of scholars— historians, philosophers, sociologists, spe
cialists in cybernetics, psychology, systems approach, and so on.
They put forward a variety of logical, sociological, and informa
tional models of science.45 Nevertheless, “there was no standard
format for Soviet studies of science, no single set of issues con
stituting the subject of research, and no unified theory underlying
it all,” as Linda Lubrano has observed 46 What was common for
most of these studies, however, was their view of science from
scientists’ own perspective, which put the questions of increas
ing “scientific productivity” and improving conditions for the sci
entific community to the forefront, and pushed examination of
the social role of science to the background.
Soviet specialists in naukovedenie played an important role in
turning the formula from the Communist Party Program about
science becoming a “direct productive force” to the advantage of
the scientific community. The historian Yakov Rabkin explained
the issue at stake as follows: “At least two opposed interpreta
tions of the formula have been made by officials engaged in sci
ence policy. One is that science has to be brought ‘back to
production,’ reduced to applied research and development and
thus to become a ‘real productive force.’ The other interpretation
advocates that pure and basic research should be fostered on the
grounds that ‘science’ as such is a ‘productive force’ which leads
in the course of time to important technological and economic
benefits.”47
Expressing the opinion prevalent in the research-oriented
academy, science studies specialists usually advocated the sec
ond view and turned this ambiguous ideological pronouncement
into a powerful rhetorical argument for state support of basic
research.
Soon Soviet science studies became a field contested by both
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party and government officials (the State Committee for Science
and Technology was a major patron of naukovedenie) and Soviet
scientists. The authorities wanted to have a tool to monitor and
manage the scientific community, while the scientists needed
convincing-sounding quantitative data to lobby for more state
support. The direction of science studies was thus an outcome of
combined pressures from the two groups.
Perestroika: From Black-and-W hite
to W hite-and-Black History
Perestroika, a great social reconstruction of Soviet society, ended
with the disappearance of the reconstructed object— the Soviet
Union— in December 1991. Something else, however, was recon
structed: people’s thinking, their attitude to socialism, to their
history, and to themselves. Remarkable changes also emerged in
Soviet research on the history of science and technology, both
reshaping the thematic profile and altering the discursive strate
gies.
In 1985, Mikhail Gorbachev, the new general secretary of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party, launched perestroika
and announced the policy of openness (glasnost) in many areas
of public concern that had been previously closed to discussion.
For historians, this shift meant the weakening of ideological cen
sorship and access to newly opened archives.48 Up to that point,
Soviet censorship had two major consequences— one direct, the
other indirect. The direct was an unwritten prohibition on explor
ing certain topics, such as Lenin’s attack on “bourgeois” intelli
gentsia in the 1920s or the impact of Stalinist purges on the
Soviet scientific community in the 1930s. The indirect effect was
a particular Soviet style of historical narrative— internalist, factological, and discussion-avoiding. When censorship was to a large
degree eliminated, the direct consequences, naturally, were the
first to share the same fate. The indirect effects, however, ap
peared much more difficult to overcome.
Among the first, most obvious, signs of perestroika in the his
tory of science and technology were publications of previously
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censored or forbidden works. For example, all the passages from
Vladimir Vernadskii’s Scientific Thought as a Global Phenomenon
(1938) which had been cut out earlier by censors were published
for the first time.49 It also became possible to study the nature
and impact of Stalinist purges and ideological campaigns in
physics,50 cybernetics,51 genetics,52 and physiology.53 Before per
estroika, the historian A. A. Berzin could not publish his study of
the northern railroads, built between 1947 and 1953 by Gulag
prisoners; now it came out under the title, “A Road to No
where.”54 Berzin even managed to get access to KGB archives
and publish materials concerning engineer prisoners of the Gu
lag, who built a new engine for passenger trains, later named JS,
after Joseph Stalin.55
Another conspicuous sign of change was a sharp reduction in
the number of ritual references to Marx and Lenin in scholarly
articles appearing in IIETs academic journal, Voprosy istorii estestvoznaniia i tekhniki (hereafter VIET). At the outset of per
estroika in 1986, about one-third of V IET publications appealed
at least once to the authority of the “classics.” By 1991, however,
only one in twenty-five V IET articles contained any direct refer
ence to Marxism. Indeed, the strong wave of criticism of Marxist
political theory at that time rendered it very awkward to make any
positive mention of Marxist methodology at all. If the ideological
climate of pre-perestroika years had often forced historians to de
clare themselves Marxists when they were not, perestroika had the
opposite effect, wiping any surface signs of Marxism from his
torical discourse.
As perestroika opened formerly forbidden areas for exploration
and discussion, a remarkable thematic shift followed that now
stressed creating a social history of Soviet science, particularly
that of the Stalinist era. That shift in turn has been accompanied
by corresponding changes in the geographic and temporal pat
terns of research with the general trend in the direction of “closer
in time, nearer in space.”56 That is, historical discourse gravi
tated toward twentieth-century Russia. Since 1986, Soviet re
search published in V IET has concentrated more and more on
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modern history of Russian science and technology, reaching a
peak of some 80 percent of the articles published in 1991. New
opportunities for study in previously inaccessible archives and
concern that this chance might soon be lost to yet another shift
in party policy spurred researchers to work intensely with new
historical material and to publish old studies that had previously
been censored.
Political debates of the perestroika period over the future of the
Soviet Union drew heavily on historical discourse about the com
munist past. Liberal-minded intellectuals often chose denuncia
tion of Stalinism (and later, Leninism) as a powerful argument
for a radical reform that would make a “return to the past” im
possible. Scientists, historians of science, and journalists search
ing for evidence of party interference with scholarship began to
systematically explore newly accessible Communist Party ar
chives, KGB files, and the archives of various academic societies
of the Soviet period. Not surprisingly, the materials they uncov
ered strongly suggested that the development of science and
technology in the Soviet Union had not been a self-determined or
“natural” process. Instead, it had been strongly affected by the
political and ideological context of the time, as well as by the
party apparatus and various governmental agencies.
New archival findings, however, were often regarded simply as
a source for new facts, rather than the catalyst of new interpreta
tions. Those who understood the recovery from enforced amne
sia as merely adding new facts effectively perpetuated the
factological approach that had been serving Soviet historians
since at least the mid-1950s. This approach presumed a model of
history in which the general picture had already been drawn (in
this case, it was the image of the communist regime oppressing
scientific thought); only some “dark spots” were left. As histori
ans discovered forgotten facts, the dark spots would disappear,
and the picture would finally become clear and complete. This
view of history required recollection, not reinterpretation.
As in previous historical periods, the various interpretations of
the past became weapons in contemporary political struggles,
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and the political struggles in turn exerted some measure of influ
ence on the content of historical debates. Today’s “gold rush”
atmosphere in archival research in the former USSR is more than
simply a matter of entrepreneurship it also has a distinctly politi
cal character. In the intense process of restructuring the field of
power/knowledge relationships, any new interpretation of the
role of scientists and engineers in decisive moments of Soviet
history is a statement laden with political values.
For example, in the summer of 1992 V IET sparked a major
controversy when it published a number of historical documents
concerning the history of the Soviet atomic project.57 Among the
documents uncovered by a former KGB officer were two memo
randa revealing that Soviet nuclear physicists in the 1940s had
access to Soviet intelligence information on certain details of the
Manhattan Project as well as to the design of the first American
plutonium bomb. The key issue where historical interpretation
converged with political campaigns of the 1990s was the evalua
tion of the degree to which the Soviet atomic project actually
depended on the intelligence information about its American
counterpart.
After an issue of V IET containing this article was already in
print, prominent Soviet physicists made every possible effort to
stop publication. They warned that some data contained in these
1940s documents might prove useful to those who were trying to
build a bomb now, in the 1990s. Moreover, it turned out that the
materials in question had been declassified by the KGB but not
by the Ministry of Atomic Energy. Although many copies of the
journal had already been sent to subscribers, all remaining cop
ies were immediately confiscated.58
In the dispute that followed, the well-known Russian scientist
Roald Sagdeev contended that the KGB had selectively disclosed
the valuable archives in order to present KGB officers as the true
“heroes of the Soviet nuclear miracle,”59 As for the physicists, one
reason for their objection to publication was a desire to prevent
the devaluation of their own, more strictly scientific, contribution.
The journalist Sergei Leskov suggested that "the reason for the
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ban on publishing the intelligence record on the bomb program
[in VIET] is part of the struggle for a place on the Mount Olympus
of history rather than a concern with nuclear nonproliferation.
Experts who saw the banned text told me that even Edward Teller
and Andrei Sakharov would not have been able to build a bomb
based on the information it contained.”60
Taking credit for the Soviet atomic bomb was not just a matter
of the reputation of two professional groups, the physicists and
the intelligence officers. It became instead part of a larger politi
cal dispute among the Russian democratic movement, commu
nists, and Russian nationalists. For many communists, it was
particularly important to give the credit for major scientific and
technological accomplishments of the former Soviet Union not
to the scientists and engineers with their liberal, pro-Western
views, but instead to the Soviet intelligence officers, who were
presented as “patriots” and “dedicated communists.” National
ists, on the other hand, were more willing to give credit for the
Soviet atomic project to Russian science, rather than to its West
ern counterpart. Liberal journalists meanwhile tried to turn both
interpretations to the advantage of further criticism of Stalin’s
government. Among journalists, some claimed that Soviet scien
tists achieved their goal independently, despite the intrigues on
the part of the intrusive secret police. Others preferred the ver
sion of the “stolen bomb,” thus depriving Stalinism of one of its
proudest accomplishments.
Later the ban on the issue of VIET in question was lifted, and
the journal is now available. Nevertheless, Russian historians of
science frequently confront debates over the political meaning of
their research. While Brezhnev-era internalist histories could
pose as “apolitical," today’s analysis of science and technology in
a social context cannot, and that in turn raises complex ques
tions for Russian and other students of the history of science and
technology.
the historian joseph Agassi once warned that the “approach
of the up-to-date textbook worshipper paints all events in the
history of science as either black or white, correct or incorrect.”61
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When internalist scholars applied this approach, they tended to
evaluate scientists according to their attitude toward whatever
theory was thought to be correct at the moment. The same usu
ally was true of Soviet official histories of science and technology.
Before perestroika, for example, Soviet historiography traditionally
ascribed major scientific contributions to “progressive” scien
tists, while portraying those who were politically "imperfect" as
scientists whose research was in error. This was an integral part
of the general ideological framework in which good science could
only be done by scientists with dialectical materialist views on
both nature and society. Changes in the assessment of the scien
tific merits of a given scholar typically could be made only if a
corresponding political reconsideration took place. In such a
case, the consequences for the history of science and technology
followed the political decision, rather than the other way around.
After his posthum ous rehabilitation in 1988, N ikolai
Bukharin— a prominent Bolshevik, one of the organizers of the
study of the history of science and technology in the Soviet
Union, and long labeled a “black”— instantly became a “white.”
V IET published a highly laudatory article about him and reprinted
the text of one of his 1936 speeches.62 There were even sugges
tions to rename IIET in his honor.63
Similarly, Nikolai Vavilov, a famous Russian geneticist who
perished in a Stalinist prison, became for many historians a sym
bol of Stalinist intrusion in science. Vavilov’s scientific merits
were generously complemented by the image of good citizen
ship; the historian V. M. Surinov portrayed him as pristinely
“white", writing that, “In every situation [Vavilov] displayed him
self as a statesmanly leader, as a scientist citizen.”64 In another
prominent case, the theoretical physicist Leonid Mandel’shtam
had been severely criticized on ideological grounds in the 1940s
and 1950s. Now, historians of science have quite properly ex
posed these notorious accusations as another example of politi
cal pressure on science, then gone on to idealize Mandel’shtam
as a perfect scientist: he is said to have been “almost absolutely
unable to make mistakes on questions of physics.”65
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Thus, the old heroic history has been supplanted by a new
form that is sometimes disturbingly similar. Today’s (revised)
“true” heroes are still giants, not living people with complex lives.
We have been given an updated textbook of political history in
which the previous black-and-white history of science and tech
nology often becomes white-and-black.
From S cien ce in a Vacuum
to S cien ce in Context
When perestroika reduced ideological barriers and opened the so
cial context of science and technology for study, that certainly
implied changes in the thematic discourse of Soviet historians. It
took some additional time, however, for historians to realize that
not only themes, but also research methodologies, ought to
change.
In early 1987, the editorial board of VIET was changed, and in
an editorial in the first issue of that year one can find a promise
“to extend the publication of materials that relate to the social
history of science— such an intensively growing and problematic
field and one that has provoked sharp discussions.”66 Neverthe
less, the new board at V IET still considered social history to be
problematic, standing apart from the main path of development
of the history of science. The examination of sociocultural con
text was relegated to the special (that is, problematic) field of
social history, while nonproblematic traditional history was en
couraged to develop within the tried-and-true internalist para
digm.67
Soon, however, the drastic methodological shifts then under
way among historians significantly altered the terrain of the his
tory of science and technology in the Soviet Union. The share of
internalist articles in VIET sharply declined from 57 percent in
1986 to 16 percent in 1991. The internalist tradition was now
being challenged by those historians who began to put more em
phasis on the cultural and political context of science and tech
nology.
In May 1989 in Leningrad, young scholars organized a confer
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ence called “Sociocultural Aspects of the Development of Soviet
Science.” When the science-state relationship was discussed, the
sharpest debates focused on the question: Which external factor
influenced the formation of the cognitive agenda of the scientific
community more— the dominant ideology or the direct adminis
tration of political power? The participants divided into two
groups, which observers named “statists” and “ideologists.”68
The “statists" insisted on preserving the image of science as a
system of knowledge with its cognitive traditions largely isolated
from society. In this view, all external influences are reduced to
administrative state measures-either support and funding, or
interference and oppression. The “ideologists,” on the contrary,
envisioned science as an integral part of the sociocultural con
tinuum and maintained that although the “virus of ideology”
does not always infect the scientific community from above, ide
ology nonetheless inevitably penetrates scientists’ conscious
ness.
Interestingly enough, this argument became possible only af
ter historians of science had begun to examine the negative as
pects of the state’s relationship with the scientific community,
particularly during the Stalinist purges. Now it became possible
to consider scientists as independent-thinking individuals whose
views could differ from the official ideology, and there emerged a
tension between science and the state. The “good Soviet state,
good ideology, good science” model had not permitted any dis
tance between the “good state” and “good science." The rela
tionship between the two was not conceived of in terms of
influence, acceptance, or resistance. Good Soviet scientists de
veloped the only possible Soviet science, and that was, of course,
good. In this scenario, scientists’ internal motives never contra
dicted external ones, either as individuals or as members of a
group. But when perestroika led to the reevaluation of the former
Soviet regime as totalitarian, in which the state imposed “bad
ideology” on science, a significant gap suddenly appeared be
tween science and the “bad state.” The statists chose a model
“bad state, good science.” The ideologists argued for a more
2 10
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subtle picture, where the actual operation of power in Soviet so
ciety was not simply a top-down process, where political and
ideological controversies could emerge under certain conditions
within a scientific community, and where ideology served as a
language of negotiation among various groups of scientists and
bureaucrats.
Two historians from St. Petersburg, Daniel Alexandrov and
Nikolai Krementsov, developed the views of the “ideologists” fur
ther in “An Experimental Guide to an Unknown Land: A Prelimi
nary Outline of a Social History of Soviet Science from 1917 to the
1950s.”69 They maintained that the Soviet scientific community
was not separated from the rest of society; the established model
of power in science was to a large extent supported by scientists
themselves. Alexandrov and Krementsov described Soviet scien
tists’ striving for the monopolization of power in science and the
use of political arguments in scientific discussions as examples
of scientists’ internalization of state ideology. The portraits of
scientists who were formerly considered black, then white, now
became a bit gray. Alexandrov and Krementsov emphasized, for
example, that the concentration of power in the hands of a few
top administrators (among them such heroes of historical narra
tives as Nikolai Vavilov or Leon Orbeli) effectively intensified
power struggles within the scientific community and paved the
way to the top for such individuals as Trofim Lysenko.70
Generations Come an d M ethodologies Go
In May 1990, a second conference on the social history of Soviet
science was held in Moscow. Here, the division between the pro
ponents and the critics of new methodological approaches in
creasingly resembled a generational conflict. The elder
generation, long compelled to keep silent about the state’s nega
tive impact on science, at last obtained a chance to tell more of
the truth as perestroika developed. Such truth-telling was the aim
of most contributors to the published collection Science Re
pressed, which exemplified the new “white-and-black” history.71
The younger generation, on the other hand, had developed an
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approach they called “social history.” The historian Alexei
Kojevnikov wrote, “This term [social history] implies a certain
disagreement with an approach that dominates in publications
during perestroika and may be conventionally characterized by the
term ‘science repressed.’ Instead of considering the sciencepower relationship solely in a passive voice, in terms of violence,
with a stress on its most notable forms— repression and ideo
logical interference— we would like to make a more sober and
integrated representation of the highly specific mode of the exist
ence of science in our society, a mode that determines its suc
cesses and failures. We would like to attach great significance to
sociological, institutional, and cultural factors. The scientific
community in this process is believed to play a highly active and
ambiguous role.”72 Thus, as Loren Graham has commented,
“the coming generation of historians of science in the former
Soviet Union go beyond the mere identification of heroes and
villains and instead look for institutional and social reasons for
the emergence of such individuals.”73
The manifesto of the younger generation, Alexandrov and Krementsov’s “Experimental Guide to an Unknown Land,” was met
by senior scholars with distrust and skepticism, and labeled “vul
gar sociologism.” Many supporters of the “statist” analysis per
ceived ideology as something inherently alien to the science
enterprise.74
There emerged a pronounced conceptual and linguistic gap
between the two generations.75 In its first issue of 1990, VIET
published an article by the American historian of science Paul
Forman in which he criticized the tendency to look for a rational
reconstruction of scientific discovery and argued for greater at
tention to the external factors of scientific development.76 In his
response, the retired former director of MET, Semen Mikulinskii,
called Forman’s approach an “extreme externalism” and contin
ued: “We must say that a crude externalist interpretation of social
influences on science is not a harmless thing. It leads to the
blurring over and even erasing the boundary between science
and ideology, and this predetermines the end of science and
2 12
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makes it possible to conceive of scientists as proponents of alien
ideology, resulting in grave consequences.”77 In this way, many
of the elder generation of Soviet historians of science and tech
nology rejected the externalist methodology on what might be
termed moral rather than cognitive grounds. Science, they main
tained, had suffered so much because of the Soviet state, why
must it suffer once again today because of social history? One
result has been that, in 1993, V IET opened a regular rubric or
section on the social history of Russian science and technology,
thus reserving a space for this approach while remarkably sepa
rating it from “normal” history of science and technology.
As perestroika made it possible to travel to the West for schol
arly meetings and research, Soviet historians vastly broadened
the contacts with their Western colleagues. If before the academy
authorities appointed the members of Soviet delegations to in
ternational conferences and granted permission for publication
abroad, now such contacts became largely the result of individual
efforts. The younger researchers, more mobile and proficient in
foreign languages, took a greater advantage of this opportunity.
Aimed at publishing in the West,78 their discursive strategy has
been shaped by the necessity to fit in the current trends in West
ern scholarship, for writing grant proposals and preparing pa
pers for publication are among the best-known means to
internalize the norms of the dominant discourse. The younger
generation began to shift their attention from analyses of the
science-state relationship to some more popular in Western his
toriographical approaches, such as social constructivism, histori
cal anthropology, studies of laboratory culture, informal social
networks, rhetoric, visual representations, scientists’ games, ritu
als, and so on. The collapse of the old system of state support for
science spurred their interest in various forms of science
patronage— from both historical and contemporary perspec
tives.79
History of Scien ce, Discourse, an d Structure
Another important factor in understanding the development of
science and technology— and by extension the intellectual his
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tory of science and technology— is the institutional or adminis
trative structure of the discipline under review. In his detailed
study of the evolution of the Soviet-era Institute of Experimental
Biology, the American historian of Russian science Mark Adams
argued that, “Ideology has played a less significant role than we
have tended to assume, and . . . structure played a more sig
nificant role. Ideological shifts without structural alterations pro
duced very little effect on the character of the scientific work
done; structural changes without ideological concomitants have
played a much greater role.”80
The implications of Adams's insight can only be touched on
here. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that Soviet research in the
history of science and technology has been institutionalized
within the Academy of Sciences in a somewhat similar manner to
that documented in Adams’s study— namely, as a separate
institute— so it is reasonable to suspect that here, too, the disci
plinary and administrative structure of the field might have
played an important role in the content of studies. Indeed, MET is
built around disciplinary departments (history of physics, math
ematics, chemistry, biology, aerospace technology, shipbuilding
technology, and so on), while the Science Studies Department
(sociology of science, social psychology of science, complex
problems of the scientific-technological revolution, and so on)
exists as a separate unit. This institutional structure itself sug
gests that the social context is to be studied by sociologists and
the psychological subtext by psychologists, while historians of
science and technology are to do little more than “collect
facts.”81 Like specialization in science itself, internalist special
ization in the history of science has erected conceptual barriers
among historians of different disciplines. “What do historians of
mathematics have in common with historians of biology, if they
both honestly follow the internalist tradition?,” as Daniel Alexan
drov has queried. “In this case, there is no common language or
common problems. Internalist history of science divides and
thereby conquers.”82
Can we then, following Adams, conclude that in our story, too,
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structure has played a more significant role than ideology? First,
we have to clarify the meaning of “ideology” here, and that is
always a vexed process. Adams builds his case upon the separa
tion of “science” (“the actual experimental and theoretical
work”) from “ideology” (“statements about the scientific
enterprise”— “not only what government or party officials say
about science in approved statements, but also what the Acad
emy as a whole, and individual influential scientists, say about
science”).83 Ideology in this vision serves “as a flexible language
of justification, the legitimizing ‘glue’ between the scientific insti
tution and its political patron.”84
Given that history of science discourse is nothing other than
the production of “statements about the scientific enterprise,” it
therefore should have been called “ideology” in its entirety, at
least in Adams’ terms. In the history of science and technology
one can hardly separate scholarship from ideology,85 for, as I
have attempted to show, discursive strategies of Soviet histori
ans of science and technology have been tightly connected with
the role of historical knowledge in the discourses of politicians,
bureaucrats, and scientists. Whether construing a heroic histori
cal tradition of national science, emphasizing the class roots of a
particular scientific theory, focusing on the logic and beauty of
ideas, or arguing that greater funding would increase scientific
productivity, Soviet historians of science and technology shaped
their research agenda both in response to the current political
and cultural situation and in attempt to influence it.
The structure of Soviet research in the history of science and
technology was itself formed as an institutional support for a
particular kind of discourse. The Institute for the History of Natu
ral Science was founded as a center for the study of national
traditions in various scientific disciplines; later on, basically the
same structure supported internalist studies. Less orthodox
trends in science studies found (or produced) their own micro
structures: informal seminars, summer schools, and an oral culture
of discussion.86 When perestroika changed a general political cli
mate in the country, the old MET structure proved unable to con
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tain new trends in the discourse. Although the structure of MET
remains much the same even now, the discursive terrain of the
history of science and technology has completely changed.
Thus, the role of structure in this case is important, yet it is but
one of a larger mix of forces. Structural factors such as depart
mental divisions, patterns of education for specialists, and con
trol of key academic publications, for example, each channeled
the discourse and fostered some discursive strategies over oth
ers. For the moment— and a "moment” could last forty years—
structure has emerged as the embodiment of power relations of
the dominant discourse. But during sharp sociopolitical and
ideological changes in the broader society, the determinative au
thority of institutional structure can erode rather quickly. Further
study of the evolution of both administrative structures and dis
cursive strategies may help us better understand the constraints
imposed by structure, and the reasons for its change.
Conclusion: Is the So viet Case U nique?
In this article, I have examined several ofthe discursive strategies
that Soviet historians developed over the past eighty years in
their attempt to make history respond to contemporary con
cerns. Instead of portraying Soviet scholarship as driven by a
single set of ideological assumptions or theoretical presupposi
tions, I focused on the ways historians varied their narrative strat
egies, rhetorical techniques, and patterns of criticism, while they
worked to adapt their discourse to the changing sociopolitical
situation. Whether praising or denying the achievements of prer
evolutionary Russian science, integrating national traditions with
world science, or isolating them from it, portraying science as a
purely intellectual enterprise, or emphasizing its role as a "direct
productive force,” Soviet historians employed flexible discursive
strategies to convey the desired meaning without violating the
constraints of the then politically acceptable language. I argued
that rather than being a mere servant of political authorities or
victim of ideological pressure, Soviet discourse on the history of
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science and technology played an active role in advancing con
temporary agendas through historical narrative.
In the perestroika years, and especially in the post-Soviet pe
riod, historical questions have loomed large in current political
debates. The history of science and technology became a con
tested field for critics and defenders of the Communist regime.
Different generations of Soviet historians have chosen different
strategies: while much of the elder generation advanced the im
age of science as purely cognitive activity to condemn totalitarian
pressures on science, many of the younger generation began to
emphasize socioeconomic and cultural aspects of scientific de
velopments.
Soviet historians’ tendency to construct a historical image of
science with an eye on contemporary debates is hardly unique.
Throughout the Cold War, many American historians of Soviet
science focused their attention on social environment of Soviet
research. As the historian Susan Gross Solomon has argued, in
the 1950s, American specialists developed “different rules for the
study of Western and non-Western science. Whereas emphasis
on the societal environment of science was taboo in the study of
American or British science, stress on the societal setting of for
eign science was broadly accepted.”87 Their depiction of Soviet
science largely as a victim of political intrusion shored up the
totalitarian model of Soviet society, which was one of the corner
stones of the intellectual basis for American foreign policy of the
day. At the same time, this double standard in science studies
marginalized the issue of the relations between science and poli
tics in the West, thereby contributing to the image of an “objec
tive,” “unbiased" Western science. Soviet science was thus
portrayed as “deviant” compared to its Western counterpart.
By the early 1960s, however, after Sputnik and other notable
successes of Soviet science and technology, the tone of Ameri
can discourse on Soviet developments had changed. The Soviet
case was now seen as a strong argument in favor of greater gov
ernmental support for science. In the flood of literature on Soviet
science policy that followed, “the [Soviet] government was no
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longer portrayed as an intruder in science; instead, it was treated
as the agent responsible for shaping, engineering, and even fa
cilitating scientific development.’’88 American specialists no
longer described the Soviet case as “deviant," but rather “nor
mal” and in some respect even instructive for Western policy
makers concerned with science. Thus, the various images of
Soviet science, whether “deviant” or “normal,” served specific
discursive strategies, which American scholars developed in the
changing sociopolitical contexts of American intellectual life.
In this essay, I have attempted to present academic discourse
not as a container of a particular ideology or theory, but rather as
a mechanism for advancing a certain agenda via disciplinary
knowledge. Many ideological beliefs and theoretical concepts
can be viewed as the result of conscious attempts to explicate
and rationalize discursive norms, in much the same way that
grammatical rules are evoked to describe and prescribe linguistic
practices. Instead of depicting the Cold War solely as a clash of
ideologies, it may be more productive to examine the discursive
strategies that were employed to shape the image of the oppo
nent and to build up “our” ideology against “theirs.” In both
American and Soviet academic discourses, at various moments
in history, evaluation of the “academic other” ranged from total
negation (with the use of such labels as “bourgeois pseudo
science” or “dogmatic and servile scholarship”) to its elevation
as an exemplar to be imitated (“innovative and dynamic” or “ra
tionally planned and organized”). Soviet historians actively devel
oped various discursive strategies to appropriate the image of
the opponent to the needs of the current situation.
The American sociopolitical situation differed in many ways, of
course, but nevertheless frequently was more closely related to
its Soviet counterpart than most observers preferred to admit.
Academics in both countries ingeniously shifted the focus of
their analysis from the differences between the two countries to
the similarities, and vice versa, depending on a larger political
agenda. American and Soviet scholars often employed similar
discursive mechanisms for similar goals, for example, by choos
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ing an internalist methodology to retreat to politically safe fo
rums, or by creating disciplinary structures that damped out
conceptual and methodological challenges to the status quo.
One could compare scholarship in the two countries to the two
faces of the same coin, for the Soviet Union and the United
States viewed each other and to a certain extent defined them
selves against the background of the Cold War. Although on the
surface their Cold W ar-era ideologies seemed totally incompat
ible, the discursive mechanisms that constructed those ideolo
gies have been very similar for some decades, and remain so
today.
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